
Are you ready to take your measurement
capabilities to the next level?
Elevate your RF measurement capabilities with the new Model 4421A.
Discover the future of measurement precision and e�ciency with a con�gurable, 
touchscreen display that seamlessly supports up to two RF sensors simultaneously.

Upgrade Your RF Power
Measurement Experience!

Why change to the new 4421A RF Meter?

ELIMINATE SWITCHING BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
Boost clarity and e�ciency with the ability to display multiple parameters 
simultaneously, providing a concise and complete overview of your readings.

DISPLAY PARAMETERS FROM TWO SENSORS CONCURRENTLY
Enhance productivity and throughput by displaying measurements for two
RF sensors, providing a more comprehensive view of the data.

ENSURE ACCURATE READINGS WITH GRAPHING MODE
Guarantee measurement accuracy with the new graphing mode by
verifying the stabilization of your RF generator. Observe �uctuations
settling for precise measurements, thus reducing errors, and
enhancing overall data quality.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR DISPLAY
Enhance data collection and reduce errors by displaying only
essential parameters, eliminating confusion.
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The Trade-in Advantage

GENEROUS TRADE-IN VALUE 
Secure the latest Model 4421A Meter to ful�ll your 
application needs at a lower cost.

SEAMLESS TRANSITION
Experience hassle-free setup for displaying essential 
readings from your Bird precision sensors.

FUTURE-PROOFING
Expand your testing capabilities with the Model 
4421A-12-11-1, supporting the legacy 402x Series 
sensors and the latest 702x/703x Series sensors for 
continuous wave and pulsed readings to 0.5% accuracy.
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Bird is not responsible for omissions or errors. Speci�cations subject to change without notice.
©2024 Bird  �   4421A-Trade-In-Program-01162024

Terms and Conditions
Discount applies to the 4421A models’ list price and cannot be combined with other o�ers.  Shipping and handling not included.  
Trade-in items must be functional and returned to Bird via RMA # request at https://birdrf.com/Services/4421-trade-in.aspx.  This 
program ends on May 31, 2024.  Bird reserves the right to change or cancel this program at any time.
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4421A Meter Selection
■ Without remote communication 
 4421A-10-00-0 (single sensor support}  
 4421A-20-00-0 (dual sensor support)  

■ With RS232 and LAN communication (No GPIB interface)
 4421A-10-11-0 (single sensor support)  
 4421A-20-11-0 (dual sensor support)  

■ With RS232 and LAN communication (No GPIB interface)
 4421A-12-11-1 (402x/702x/703x sensor support)

Take Action Now!

Scan the QR Code for instant information.

Upgrade for less with the 
Bird® 4421 Meter Trade-In 
Program! Contact your local 
Bird Representative to learn 
more. 


